SENIOR ART EXHIBITION: 1969
CHERYL ALDRIDGE  painting, graphics
FRANCES ANTMANN  painting, graphics
DAIVA BALKUS  painting, graphics
STARR SIEGELE BEHRINGER  graphics, sculpture
CAROLE BOLSEY  painting, drawing
BEVERLY BROWN  sculpture
SARAH COOK  painting, graphics
VIRGINIA CREIGHTON  painting, graphics
JEAN HOLABIRD  painting, graphics
MAREN JENKINS  sculpture, graphics
BONNIE VAN DAMME LONGO  painting, graphics
JANICE PAUL  painting, graphics
BONNIE PORTNOY  painting, graphics
DEBORAH SHAPIRO  ceramics, graphics
GWYNETH WELCH  painting, drawing
New Gallery
Bennington College
Bennington, Vermont

Opening Tuesday, June 3rd, 8:30 - 10 P. M.